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1-STOP CONNECTS THE SUPPLY CHAIN WITH REAL-TIME CONNECTIVITY.
1-Stop Connections (1-Stop) is another step closer in their vision, to build a smarter supply chain,
with their latest innovation – ‘1-Stop Deliver’. 1-Stop Deliver will improve key interactions between
the Driver, their Employer, and the Empty Park. This way the driver can focus on their task at hand –
driving.
1-Stop Deliver is a mobile based app, which will assist the truck driver in their key daily functions. The
app will integrate with Empty Park Gate operations so that the driver can reduce paperwork with greater
efficiencies to be seen at the Empty Container Park.
1-Stop Deliver provides many benefits to Transport Operators, and in turn, the whole supply chain.
These include:
-

Real-Time communication of timeslot details and instructions
Automated Gate Processing at participating Empty Container Parks
Improved Truck Turn Times, reducing costs incurred by the transport community
Eliminate unnecessary paperwork, text messages and radio communication
Increased visibility and communication between the Empty Park and the Driver

Michael Bouari, CEO of 1-Stop Connections adds “Our latest innovation is only the start of our platform
future, here at 1-Stop we are continually pushing the boundaries to provide the industry with the latest
technology and smart solutions to get your cargo faster. By creating a platform for all supply chain
parties, 1-Stop can continue the journey of creating a connected supply chain by using data to help
drive visibility, productivity, and better decisions. We plan to continue this journey of enabling
stakeholders to collaborate better and use our solutions to assist them in making smarter decisions.’”
Further information will be released in coming weeks on how the transport community can access
1-Stop Deliver.

###

About 1-Stop
1-Stop Connections Pty Ltd is a globally recognised leader in innovating and delivering integrated
solutions to increase productivity for the Port Community. We are committed to working collaboratively
with all members of the community to deliver efficiency gains for everyone. With over 19 years’
experience, our integrated supply chain solutions are used across Australia, New Zealand, South East
Asia, and The Americas.
For more information, visit https://www.1-stop.com

